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Web-based deliverables

1. The project homepage, which hosts links to all participating institutions’ versions of the CΨPRS, is available at: http://www.uow.edu.au/health/iimh/vignette-matching/index.html

2. The CΨPRS end-placement assessment instrument is available for trial by universities within and outside Australia at: https://uowpsych.us.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_cMheOezW9tIXbzm

3. The Vignette-Matching Procedure instrument is available for trial by universities within and outside Australia at: https://uowpsych.us.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0TXBDjDryNVueFK

Publications (Full articles and abstracts)


Conferences and workshops

The project’s work has been disseminated as multiple presentations at national and international conferences and workshops as indicated below.

1. Gonsalvez, CJ. (2010). Assessment of clinical psychology competencies in university and field placements: we have a problem! Invited presentation at the Annual Psychology Clinic Directors Conference, Sydney, October 2011.


